
Jobs and skills to power your business’s
path to sustainability

What does the circular economy mean for jobs in retail and
consumer-facing companies?
The circular economy means doing things differently. This means opportunities for
consumer-facing businesses and their employees to develop new solutions, adopt new
ways of working and build long-lasting customer relationships.

Above all, shifting to sustainable patterns of production and consumption across industry
and within organisations, requires different attitudes, mindsets and combinations of skills.
Company leaders and HR departments can play an important role in getting the best out of
their staff and existing resources, and empowering their workforce to drive and adapt to
change. After all: sustainable, circular business models won't be possible without a strong
workforce to drive them.

Retail and consumer-facing businesses are important value-creators, and employ a
significant proportion of the workforce. As part of recovery from the covid-19 pandemic,
many sectors are facing labour shortages. This means that it is especially important that
organisations attract the right talent and make the most of their existing talent. The way
consumers shop, and what they demand from retailers is also changing as digital channels,
contactless solutions, automation and robotics continue to have an impact on how
consumer-facing companies operate.

Emerging trends among consuming-facing companies

Adopting a circular business model is also likely to create new job and business
opportunities. Most circular services and business models are relatively labour-intensive,
and will require workers to solve new tasks. For example:

https://www.circle-economy.com/blogs/preparing-to-go-circular-harness-this-often-overlooked-resource


● Repair and maintenance services can be integrated into existing retail business
models, or outsourced to specialist, external service providers;

● Second-hand markets and resale services will also call for more and varied roles,
including those in the broader sourcing and preparation of used goods and
materials;

● There will also be a growing need for positions that will address customer support
functions as the industry shifts more towards providing post-sale services.

Useful facts and figures

● In the Netherlands, strong job growth—68% of total forecast job growth—is anticipated
through the introduction of circular strategies across sectors in product-related services
such as repair, refurbishment and rental services, as well as more jobs related to product
design, research and development, and innovation. [KPMG and Circle Economy].

● Most employees (57%) believe their organisation should do more to involve them in
cutting carbon emissions, and 76% of millennials consider a company’s sustainability
commitments before deciding where to work. [Carbon Intelligence]

What does going circular mean for your workforce?
Being able to anticipate and adapt to the changes in work and the work tasks needed to go
circular is a key enabler for companies undertaking the transition. Businesses need to
understand their operations’ and value chains’ performance in terms of materials use,
waste, and emissions, as well as what adopting a circular business model would mean for
the company's competitive advantage, logistics, production processes and product
development, as well as the human resources needed to undertake the work.

From sales to services

A shift away from typical sales and goods distribution roles to roles that solve circular work
tasks will change the composition of skills and expertise in consumer-facing and retail
industries. An increased need for service-related and technical, vocational skills can be
expected across operations and back-office roles, and customer facing roles—from design
and sourcing to sales and repair.

https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/transitie-is-mensenwerk-arbeid-als-factor-in-de-circulaire-economie
https://info.carboncredentials.com/hubfs/Engagement%20Guide/Engagement%20Guide.pdf?utm_campaign=Engagement&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=87207762&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8KenQhVxz5m-2SVbtkCEbhZis_QKaCxPTLeDYveZAwcOaL-RqXc2wnWrKt-ykFBYhPvnw00RijYUPRDvJyDMQTpd0xzg&utm_content=87207762&utm_source=hs_automation


Marketing and communications

Among sales, customer service, delivery and collection staff, a greater understanding and
knowledge of products’ materials and environmental performance, the consumer warranty
rights and services needed to support an extended or second-life through maintenance,
repairs and returns are needed. Meanwhile, marketing and communications staff will need
to be particularly attentive of the claims they can fairly make to avoid charges of
greenwashing.

Finance and strategy

Similarly, workers in operational roles—from design and procurement to finance and
strategy—will need to become experts on the material qualities of new, sustainable
products and the product-services needed to maintain them, and retain value under new
ownership models. For example, building good infrastructure for leasing tools or electronic
equipment to consumer markets will also require building good infrastructure for
collecting, maintaining and repairing these tools.

Seizing the competitive advantage

Getting ahead of competitors to go circular can bring business benefits and help promote
and lock-in customer loyalty to your company’s products and service offerings. A critical
aspect—that’s often overlooked—is the role of HR and the employees themselves in driving
the changes needed to innovate and adapt.

Quotes

‘Going circular requires the reshaping of an entire system, and for that everyone needs to be on
board.’ - RVO, Netherlands Enterprise Agency

‘We need to ensure that not only managers need to have these [circular] competencies but also
people who are working on the ground.’ – Circular Regional Economy, ROC van Flevoland

https://www.nlplatform.com/sustainable-inclusive-entrepreneurship/climate/circular-economy


‘We don't look so much at what exactly someone can already do, but what behaviour and
motivation they have. Anyone can learn, but you have to have the right mindset!’ – HR Director,
Auping

Get ready for change: Empower, upskill and collaborate
Whichever path to circularity your organisation follows, and no matter how far you are on
this journey, it’s necessary to consider the organisational changes and human resources
needed to successfully go circular. Different solutions are possible:

● Gain the skills needed to carry out circular activities by employing more people;
● Train existing employees to switch or adapt to new tasks; or
● Outsource the tasks to specialised subcontractors or partners.

Many companies that are already going circular have acknowledged the importance of
retaining their current human resources when shifting to new business models, and
supporting this transition through upskilling. By providing the right training, circular sales
can shift to services, for example, without significant changes in who is employed, thereby
retaining valuable industry knowledge and organisational experience of existing
employees.

Attract, retain and empower a workforce ready for change
Employees are instrumental in the way companies function, innovate and deal with
uncertainty. Drawdown Lab's guide to unleash employee power highlights that people
working in HR, finance, products, design and marketing are important drivers of
sustainable, circular activities. To fulfil employees’ passion and drive, organisations must
offer workers opportunities to develop themselves, in areas that go beyond their own tasks
and immediate responsibilities. There should be a strong focus on integrating circularity
into company values, empowering employees, and preparing them for meaningful work in
the long term. This can help to retain and attract purpose-driven jobseekers, customers
and suppliers to work with your organisation.

https://www.drawdown.org/sites/default/files/210920_Drawdown_AtWork_06.pdf


Developing skills in the workforce to power the circular transition

Hiring, onboarding and training policies need adjusting to ensure that the workforce has
the skills needed, and ensure that every job can fully support the company’s sustainability
goals and transition to circular business models.

To ensure the right pipeline of talent, companies will benefit from partnering with
education and training providers to adapt their programmes, and introduce shorter, more
flexible options for learning, targeted at businesses' needs on their path to the circular
economy.

Circular skills in context

Circular business models require different—especially transversal—skills and new ways of
working. Leren voor Morgen wrap these ‘circular skills’ into three layers: ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘what’
skills.

● At the heart of the image the ‘why’ skills make it possible to see, understand and convey
the importance of the circular economy to others—contributing direction, purpose and
vision. Greater awareness about sustainability and reflection on what this means for
business is the number one priority.

● The surrounding ‘how’ skills translate vision and direction into business processes, and
create a learning culture in which people can develop, think systematically and carry out
creative solutions to deal with the uncertainties and complexities that may arise.

● The outermost layer contains the ‘what’ skills for applying circular principles to particular
products and processes, as well as the digital and collaborative skills needed to realise
sustainable solutions in practice.

https://lerenvoormorgen.org/project/circular-skills/


Note: The image 'Circular Skills in Context' was drawn by Betina van Meter, Bord&Stift.

Collaborate, connect and build networks
Collaboration is essential for the successful adoption of circular business models. The
circular economy is new and cuts across sectors, and it requires learning by doing, by
trialling new approaches and scaling up those that work—fast. Successful businesses need
to collaborate with others, share experiences and form cooperative relationships rather
than traditional buyer-supplier relations. Auping, for example, has taken the step to offer
its circular mattress innovation in licence form to its competitors to enable it to make a
bigger, more systemic impact.

Circle Economy’s guide for circular food packaging outlines a nine-step process to establish
collaborative partnerships to assist businesses in assessing their own internal resources
and capabilities, and identify tasks that require support from partners.

https://assets.website-files.com/5d26d80e8836af2d12ed1269/5ecb7d25cf839d5d79d7e6ca_20200525%20-%20Collaboration%20Paper.pdf


Continue on your path to circularity.
Ready to start creating a circular strategy for your business? Contact our Business team.

https://www.circle-economy.com/services/businesses

